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The volume will include selected and reviewed papers from CONAT - International Congress of Automotive and Transport
Engineering to be held in Brasov, Romania, in October 2016. Authors are experts from research, industry and universities coming
from 14 countries worldwide. The papers are covering the latest developments in automotive vehicles and environment, advanced
transport systems and road traffic, heavy and special vehicles, new materials, manufacturing technologies and logistics, accident
research and analysis and innovative solutions for automotive vehicles. The conference will be organized by SIAR (Society of
Automotive Engineers from Romania) in cooperation with FISITA.
This book provides a fully comprehensive, rigorous and refreshing treatment of ‘Air Pollution and Control’ covering present day
technology and developments. It covers various new topics like bioaerosols or aeroallergens and hazardous air pollutants
including diesel exhaust and dioxins. The book is intended to meet the requirements of (a) Undergraduate and postgraduate
students of particularly Environmental and Mechanical Engineering and also other branches of Engineering, (b) Technologists,
designers, operation and maintenance engineers of industries, electrical power plants, heat and power utilities, (c) Aspirants for
competitive examinations of IAS, IES, IFS, PCS, and aspirants for various state and private technical services, etc. and (d)General
readers interested in the field for better understanding and knowledge. The book is divided into 20 chapters and presents
enormous information covering all aspects of Air Pollution in various sectors relevant to Indian conditions. Each of the following
chapters is followed by questions at the end based upon the text.
Advances in Clean Energy: Production and Application supports sustainable clean energy technology and green fuel for clean
combustion by reviewing the pros and cons of currently available technologies specifically for biodiesel production from biomass
sources, recent fuel modification strategy, low-temperature combustion technology, including other biofuels as well. Written for
researchers, graduate students, and professionals in mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, energy, and environmental
engineering, this book: Covers global energy scenarios and future energy demands pertaining to clean energy technologies
Provides systematic and detailed coverage of the processes and technologies used for biofuel production Includes new
technologies and perspectives, giving up-to-date and state-of-the-art information on research and commercialization Discusses all
conversion methods including biochemical and thermochemical Examines the environmental consequences of biomass-based
biofuel use

"An index and document delivery service for Canadian report literature".
(For the Students of MBA, PGDBM, M.COM. And Other Management Courses)
The year 1991 was a turning point in the history of the Indian economy. Liberalization saw a tremendous increase in
competition from multinationals in almost all industrial sectors. This book examines how a few ‘Good’ Indian companies
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became ‘Excellent’ by withstanding the onslaught of competitive pressures and flourishing despite a fast-changing and
unpredictable economic environment. Distilling vast amounts of data on 23 Indian companies belonging to a range of
industries, the book draws out the factors that made them achieve business excellence. The author uses a three-tier
filtering process with increasingly strict criteria for narrowing down from the initial 144 companies to the 23 researched
cases, and then to the final seven exceptional organizations. In the quest to find the answer to what made these
companies perform exceptionally, the author proposes a business model based on strategy, execution excellence and
leadership, which provides a compelling explanation for the superlative performance of these outstanding companies.
Profit maximization motive of business has led to competition and corruption erasing the distinction between ethical and unethical business
practices. The result is rampant unethical practices in business causing harm both to business and society.
Global value chains (GVCs) are fraught with the phenomenon of fragmentation and dispersion of production across the world. India presents
a unique example with its high potential in manufacturing capability but low integration in GVCs. This book examines the reasons why India
has failed to integrate within GVCs so far and looks at key examples to understand the impediments in this process. The chapters bring
together case studies from across the manufacturing industry – labour-intensive (garment, paper and diamond), capital-intensive (automobile
and petrochemical), and knowledge-intensive (semi-conductor microchip, chemical and pharmaceutical) sectors. Together, they present
stories of successful integration of some firms in GVCs as well as the difficulties faced by them. The volume also highlights the importance of
GVCs in the context of developing countries in terms of benefits such as income and value generation, knowledge and technology
collaborations, and advances in systems and processes. This book will interest scholars and researchers in economics, international trade
studies, development economics and business management as well as to practitioners, policymakers, government officials, and those in the
corporate sector.
2021-22 RRVUNL JE/AE Mechanical Engineering Solved Papers

2019 RRB JE MECHANICAL & ALLIED ENGINEERING CHAPTER-WISE SOLVED PAPERS
This book contains the papers presented at the IMechE and SAE International, Vehicle Thermal Management Systems
Conference (VTMS10), held at the Heritage Motor Centre, Gaydon, Warwickshire, 15-19th May 2011. VTMS10 is an
international conference organised by the Automobile Division and the Combustion Engines and Fuels Group of the
IMechE and SAE International. The event is aimed at anyone involved with vehicle heat transfer, members of the OEM,
tier one suppliers, component and software suppliers, consultants, and academics interested in all areas of thermal
energy management in vehicles. This vibrant conference, the tenth VTMS, addresses the latest analytical and
development tools and techniques, with sessions on: alternative powertrain, emissions, engines, heat
exchange/manufacture, heating, A/C, comfort, underhood, and external/internal component flows. It covers the latest in
research and technological advances in the field of heat transfer, energy management, comfort and the efficient
management of all thermal systems within the vehicle. Aimed
at anyone working in or involved with vehicle heat transfer
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Covers research and technological advances in heat transfer, energy management, comfort and efficient management of
thermal systems within the vehicle
Mechanical EngineeringYOUTH COMPETITION TIMES
This book presents the select proceedings of the International Conference on Recent Advancements in Mechanical Engineering
(ICRAME 2020). It provides a comprehensive overview of the various technical challenges faced, their systematic investigation,
contemporary developments, and future perspectives in the domain of mechanical engineering. The book covers a wide array of
topics including fluid flow techniques, compressible flows, waste management and waste disposal, bio-fuels, renewable energy,
cryogenic applications, computing in applied mechanics, product design, dynamics and control of structures, fracture and failure
mechanics, solid mechanics, finite element analysis, tribology, nano-mechanics and MEMS, robotics, supply chain management
and logistics, intelligent manufacturing system, rapid prototyping and reverse engineering, quality control and reliability,
conventional and non-conventional machining, and ergonomics. This book can be useful for students and researchers interested
in mechanical engineering and its allied fields.
The automobile industry is one of the largest industries in India as in many other countries. It plays a major role in the growth of
economy in India. The industry comprises automobiles and auto component sectors, which encompass passenger cars, two-wheel
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